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two red stripes on it. In one place the skin was rubbed. Germaine was afraid that these marks would not wear away very quickly. She thought of Gurau, who had often complimented her upon the beauty of her breasts, and showed a preference for them in his more sentimental moments.
She reflected upon the feminine body. Although she was a woman herself, she had no difficulty in appreciating that men should find it voluptuous, exciting, in almost all its parts. To press kisses on a woman's shoulder, where they sank in, must be a keen pleasure in itself. And the masculine body ? Germaine questioned herself. Did it exercise, over her at least, any similar power of attraction ? She loved the firmness of its flesh, its decided lines. In an embrace it was pleasant to her to feel the strength of the muscles which held her. But all this remained a general impression, and not a very keen one. The different parts of the masculine body seemed to her neither beautiful nor stirring by themselves.
As a matter of fact, she did remember a lover whom she had had for a few weeks, a couple of years ago. He had an athlete's shoulders and a torso which thinned away towards his waist. Contemplation of those shoulders delighted Germaine and soon induced intense desire in her. But this was the only case where she had been conscious of a charm of that kind.
She agreed with herself, anyway, that the interest which she took in love was essentially rather selfish. What she loved in a man was less the man himself than the passion or the affection which he showed her. She knew, from the confidences of her friends, that it happened to certain women, in the course of amorous practices, to be seized with an enthusiasm for caresses which was a sensual form of generosity and even of devotion. What intoxicated them then was forgetting themselves and thinking only of the man. It was such women, too, who experienced in the presence of the masculine form, in all its aspects, an emotion which was foreign to Germaine.
Not that G$mm$ was too reserved a mistress.   She

